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Between 1962 and late 1970, subsurfacetemperature measurementswere attempted at
more than a thousand drilling sites in the western United States. Temperatures from over
150 boreholes at about 100 distinct sites were suitable for estimates of the vertical geothermal

flux. These results more than double the data from the western United

States and

confirm that heat flow is variable but generally high in this region. Within the over-all
pattern of high heat flow, there are several distinct geographical regions, each occupying
several hundred square kilometers, characterized by low-to-normal heat flow. Normal values
were measured in the Pacific northwestern coastal region and the northwestern Columbia
Plateaus. Additional results confirm the previously reported trend of very low heat flow
in the western Sierra Nevada, increasingto normal near the crest of the range. The present
work also confirms that heat flow is high in the northern and southern Rocky Mountains
and somewhat lower in the central Rockies. The north-central part of the Colorado Plateau
is a region of normal heat flow with higher values near its eastern border with the southern
Rockies. The Basin and Range province as a whole is characterized by high heat flow that
extends to within 10 to 20 km of the eastern scarp of the Sierra Nevada. The abrupt thermal

transition betweenthe Sierra Nevada and the Basin and Range provincemay occurpartly
in the Sierra Nevada physiographicprovince.Between Las Vegas and Eureka, Nevada, there.
is a large previously undetected zone of low-to-normal heat flow that is most probably the
result of a systematic, regional water circulation to depths of a few kilometers. North of
this zone, there is an area of several hundred square kilometers characterizedby heat flows
of 2.5 HFU (gcal/cm• see) or greater.In central California and adjoiningwesternNevada, a
preliminary contour map suggestsa heat-flow pattern with alignment parallel to the strike
of the major geologic structures.

Roy et al. [1968b] recentlysummarized
the
Since radioactivitywas first discovered,
the
heat flowingfrom the earth'sdeepinteriorhas work of almosta decadeby Birch and his stubeen consideredan important constrainton geo-

dents in the conterminous United States. Their

physicaland geochemical
modelsof the earth.

paperincludeddatafromalmostall majorphysi-

Until fairly recently,however,the measurement
of heat flow on land was accordeda low priority
comparedwith other geophysicalmeasurements,
so much so that Birch [1954] could report only

ographicunits, and they were able to make a
number of generalizationsthat heretoforewere

three reliable measurements for the whole of the

L. E. Howard [seeJaegerand Thyer, 1960;

impossibleowingto the scarcityof data. Their
results confirmedthe earlier observationby

also,HowardandSass,1964;Kraskovski,1961]
pendentregionaldeterminations(attributable that the heat flowin old shieldareaswaslower,
largelyto E. C. Bullardand his colleagues)
for on the average,than that from youngerareas.
all the continents.During the late 1950's and They also were able to confirmthat high heat
1960's,the early effortsof FrancisBirch in the flow was characteristicof the Basin and Range
United States, J. C. Jaeger in Australia, and physiographic province and that low-toUnited States, and only a dozen or so inde-

A.D. Misener in Canada, among others,were
followedup by theseworkers,their colleagues,
and their students, with the result that the
number of reports of reliable heat-flow data
from continentsis approachingone thousand.
Copyright @ 1971 by the American Geophysical Union.
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normal heat flow was characteristic

of the Sierra

Nevada, a result indicatedalso by independent
observations[Clark, 1957; Lachenbruchet al.,
1966].

The data presented by Roy et al. [1968b]
have been elaboratedand interpretedin papers
by Birch et al. [1968], Roy et al. [1968a],
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Decker [1969], Blackwell [1969], and Lachenbruch [1970]. The discoverythat heat flow is a
linear function of surfaceradioactivityfor plutonic rocksof the Appalachianregionby Birch
et al. [1965], its independentconfirmationfor
the Sierra Nevada [Lachenbruch,1968a], and
its extensionto other heat-flow provincesin the
United States [Roy et al., 1965a] hasled to new
insightsprofoundly influencingthe interpretation of pre-existing data and the direction of
studies initiated

since 1968. The results remove

much of the ambiguity from estimatesof crustal
temperatures, mantle heat flow, and vertical
distribution of crustal radioactivity. In fact,
with a few plausiblegeologicassumptions,
crustal radioactivity beneath plutons is uniquely
determined (as exponential), and the other
quantities are severely constrained [Lachenbruch,1970]. As a resultof thesefindings,much
recent work has focusedon plutons and on attempts to establishthe limits of validity of the
heat flow-heat productionrelation, but many
of the resultshave not yet reachedthe published literature.

Decker [1969] amplified the results of Roy
et al. [1968b] from the central and southern
Rocky Mountain area and interpreted them in
the light of the geologichistory of the region
and of the radioactivity (both measuredand inferred) of the area. Blackwell [1969] made a
similar interpretation of his results from the
northwestern

States and defined the 'Cordilleran

Thermal Anomaly Zone' (CTAZ), comprising
the northern Basin and Range, the northern
Rocky Mountains, and (by interpolation) the
Snake River plain. Warren et al. [1969], Spicer
[1964], and Costain and Wright [1968] added
severaldata in the Basin and Range and Colorado Plateaus.Henyey [1968] presentedseveral
values near strike-slip faults in central and
southern California. Combs [1970] and Herrin
and Clark [1956] measured heat flow in the

in the

conterminous
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States

in about

1962. A progressreport on these studies involving some 50 determinationsat 23 sites in
the western United States was given by Sass
et al. [1968b], and detailed accountshave already been presentedfor heat-flow resultsfrom
Menlo Park, California [Sasset al., 1968c] and
the Sierra Nevada [Lachenbruch,1968a].
Of necessity,Roy et al. [1968b] broke with
the geothermal tradition of detailed documentation of individual heat-flow data. They presentedtheir data essentiallyas a summarytable
in which, for eachborehole(or mine or tunnel),
the principal elements of the heat-flow calculation and, of course,the heat-flow value itself,
were presentedin a singleline.
The present paper is similar in scope and
format to the work of Roy et al. [1968b]. It
shouldbe noted, however,that a detailed compilation of basic data (temperatures, thermal
conductivities, terrain information, etc.) for
these and other recent heat-flow

determinations

from the United States is in preparation, and
when publishedit will allow critical evaluation
of recent results from

all United

States heat-

flow groups.
The following symbolsand units are used in
this paper:
T, temperature, øC.

vertical temperaturegradient (OT/Oz),
øC/km.
,
K,
R,
q,

number of thermal conductivitysamples.

thermal conductivity,mcal/cm sec øC.
electricalresistance,ohms.
heat flow; 1 heat-flow unit (HFU) = 1

•cal/cm•-sec.
refers to the standard

error in all cases.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

Temperature gradients generally were determined from temperaturemeasurementsmade
at discrete depths in boreholes.The measuring

western Great Plains.

system consistedof a multiconductor cable and

The work describedhere grew out of geothermal studies of permafrost terrane begun
around 1950. The portion of that study pertaining to heat flow in the Arctic and the related work in other countrieshas recently been
reviewed [Lachenbruchand Marshall, 1969].
Heat-flow studiesin Alaska are continuing,and
they will be reported separately.In this paper
we summarize results of measurementsbegun

hoist,a thermistorthermometer,and a resistance
measuring system. In general, measurements
were obtained by one of the following three
modesof operation:
1. The well-logging mode. A truck-or
trailer-mounted, hydraulically powered winch
with up to 5 km of standard 4-conductorwellloggingcable is driven to the site. The truck
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containsan instrumentrack with the appropriate measuringequipment.
2. The portable mode. Some sites are inaccessibleby truck or are a long drive from
home.In thesecases,a portablewinch containing up to 1.5 km of light 3-conductor cable
armored in stainlesssteel,which could be backpacked or carried in a light aircraft, is combined with a lightweight (~4 kg) resistance
bridge.
3. The suitcasemode. This is a compromise
betweenmodesi and 2, ideally suited to very
deep holes at distant locationswhere commercial well-loggingunits or other suitable hoistcable units are available. In this mode, the
lightweightresistance
bridge,temperaturetransducers,and suitableadaptorsare packedinto a
suitcaseand sent as part of the operator'sbaggage on common carriers. This mode has been
usedby one of us (THM) to obtain usefultemperature measurementsat sites as far apart as
Amchitka Island, Mindanao, and Tehran, Iran

[Sassand Munroe, 1970; Sasset al., 1971]. The
choiceamong the three modeswas usually dictated by logistical requirements,and there is
essentiallyno differenceamongthem in the basic
equipment, principles of measurement,or the
accuracy of the data obtained. The minor differences that do exist are discussed below.

Figure 1 illustratesthe basicprinciplesof the
transducersand surfaceequipment.
Resistance

measurement.

The

resistance

bridges(Figure la) are all identicalin principle
to the Siemensvariant of the wheatstonebridge
illustrated in Figure la of Roy et al. [1968b].
The bridge compensates
almost completelyfor
the

series resistance

of the

cable conductors

(there is a small relative error, lessthan 0.01øC,
approximately equivalent to the variation in

]R•R•]). Thereis no provisionto compensate
for the shunt resistanceof the cable [see, e.g.,
Beck, 1965] because (1) when the cableswere
functioning properly, the shunt resistancebe-

RI R2 r3

Rt

Thermistors•
O-ring groove
I

I CM

Fig. 1. (a) Rt, thermistor; R•, R2, a,nd R3, lead resistances;R•, 6-decadevariable resistor;
CS, current source (1.35-voit mercury cell with voltage divider); ND, battery-operatednull
detector. (Redrawn from Roy et al. [1968b].) (b) Sketch of thermistor probe.
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tween individualconductorsalwaysexceeded10
megohms,a value high enoughto precludeabsolute errors of more than a few hundredths

of a

degreefor the usual range of thermistor resistances(1 to 20 kilobins) and (2) when the shunt
resistancefell below a few megohms (usually
becauseof failure of the cable-head),there was
a noticeable

increase in the noise level of the

null detector and ditEculty in obtaining a null
balance.When this occurred,repairswere effected or another cable unit was substituted for the
defective one.

The resistivecomponentsof the bridgeswere
chosenfor their simplicity of operation,stability, and temperature insensitivity.The various
bridges have been compared with one another
and with precise secondary standard resistors

STATES
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drical stock (SAE •p4130 steelor Lexan, a highimpact-strength plastic), 2.54 cm in diameter
to accommodateone- or three-probeassemblies
at one end and a cablehead of 2.54-cm diameter

at the other. In the three-element variety the
sonde could be operated with only one element
in the circuit or with all three elements in series

(this to preserve sensitivity at high temperatures). The mode 2 sondeswere simply aluminum cableheadsthat were 8 cm long and 1.27
cm in diameter, fitted to a single thermistor
assemblywith O-ring seals.
For all modes, slotted metal 'sinker bars'
were attached

to the cable above the sonde to

provide line tension and/or to aid in penetration of viscous well fluids. With

metal

cable-

heads,a short (20- to 30-cm) length of 'Lexan'
traceable to the National Bureau of Standards.
was usually insertedbetweenthe sondeand the
In no case has the discrepancyin resistance sinker-bar column to thermally decouple the
exceededa few tenths of an ohm. Furthermore, sonde from the sinker bars. In modes I and 3,
the portable bridges have been operated in the winches were fitted with high-quality slip
conditionsranging from the junglesof Panama rings that allowedcontinuousmonitoringof the
and Liberia
to the arctic environments
of
transducers.In mode 2, considerations
of weight
versus contact resistance resulted in the sacrifice
Greenland and the north slope of Alaska withof this convenience,and a signal lead was
out seriousoperationalproblems.
Temperalure iransducers. Figure lb illus- plugged in to the winch when the cable was
trates the essential features of the thermistor
stationary. Temperatures were measured at
probe assemblythat formed the basis of most regular discreteintervals rangingfrom lessthan
temperature sondes.It is basically a. stainless I meter (for short-coredintervals) to 15 meters
steel tube 0.4 cm in outer diameter and 15 cm
in deep holes (•> 1 km) in crystallinerocks.
Thermisior
calibraiion.
Most
thermistor
long containing, in its lower 9 cm, a seriesparallel network of 20 thermistor beadshaving probes were calibrated at the factory at
a nominal resistance of 8 to 10 kf2 at 20øC and

10 ø intervals

a temperaturecoetEcientof resistanceof about
-4%/øC. The thermistor sectionis filled with
a siliconelubricant of low viscosity,which facilitates thermal contact with the probe wall. An
air spaceis left abovethe thermistorsectionto
accommodate the compressive stresses encountered in deep holes without transmitting
them to the thermistors.The probe has a time

The precision of each calibration point was
about --0.1øC, but by fitting a seriesof seg-

constant of about 2 sec in still water and will

dissipate100 /•w in still water with a temperature rise of less than 10-3øC.Recent ad-

between

-10 ø and

-+-150øC.

ments of the form

T = (A/Log R + B) -- C

(1)

to overlapping 30ø temperature ranges and adjusting erroneousvalues to producesmoothfits,
it was possibleto obtain values of A, B, and C
for which differential temperatures for the
same

thermistor

could

be

calculated

to

a

precisionof better than 0.01øC. This precision
is adequatefor most heat-flow purposes.There
are, however, some instanceswhere very high
precisionis required.These includeprecisetemperature-gradient determinations at ,-•l-meter
high-powerdissipationcharacteristic
is no longer intervals, measurementsnear the freezing point
in permafrost terranes, and measurements at
important,and singlebeadscan be used.
For modes I and 3, the sondes were con- different levels in mines using different sondes.
structed by machininga 9-cm length of ½ylin- To be preparedfor thesecases,mostthermistors
vances in solid-state technology have resulted
in rugged,portable, and inexpensiveelectronic
null detectorscapable of a sensitivity of 10-'øC
with a current of only a few /•a, so that the
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were recalibrated over the range --10 ø to 80ø well, 1959] wasusedto determineconductivity.
or 100øC in our laboratory. The recalibrations The probesystemis usedroutinelyfor conducon ocean-bottom
coresand
were made at 10ø intervals, but to a precision tivity determinations
of -----1or 2 X 10-8øC relative to a standardized

was describedby Lachenbruchand Marshall

platinumresistance
thermometer.This thermometer was checked,in turn, in a triple-point
cell every three to four months. For the past
three years, the platinum standard has been
drifting upward fairly steadily at the rate of
about 0.01øC/year, and the appropriate corrections have been applied to thermistors.Recent batchesof thermistor probeshave proved
extremelystable,with drift rates of 0.01øC/year
or lesswhen operatedin the temperaturerange

[1966]. Whenever possible,the sampleswere
sealed in plastic tubes (which, in turn, were

of -- 10 ø to + 150øC.

The recalibrated thermistors give values of
A, B, and C (equation 1) for which the precision of differential temperatures approaches
the sensitivity of the system (10-'øC). The
error in absolutetemperature is more difficult
to assessbecauseof the many possiblesources
of error; however, on the basis of repeated

dippedin paraffinwax) immediatelyafter being
removed from the ground to preserve their
moisture

content.

The quality of the needle-probedata varied
considerably.Fine-grained, clayey sediments
gave satisfactoryresults,but for pebbly sediments, there were contact problemsand problems associatedwith the size of particles relative to the volume sampledby the probe. In
someinstances,the samplehad been allowedto
dry, and water was introduced prior to measurement. In the most favorable cases,needleprobe determinationswere very precise(-- 1%).
A more commonuncertainty is probably about
_-m-10%,
with errors of -----20%possiblein some

'problem'cases.
For many holes,the only samplesavailable
probesand cables,and of comparisons
with in- were drill cuttings. For others, the rock was
dependentmeasurementsby systemsclaiming a so badly weatheredor so poorly cementedthat
similar relative accuracy (R. F. Roy, persona] suitable disks could not be prepared for the
communication),the error in absolutetempera- divided bar, but the grains were too hard to
ture is probably only a few hundredths of a permit drilling of the long small-diameterholes
degree, and certainly is no greater than one required for a needle-probedetermination.In
or two tenths of a degree centigrade in the theseinstances,conductivitiesweremeasuredon
worst. case.
fragmentsusing the chip techniquedescribed
Some of the early temperature measurements by Sasset al. [1971]. For a given determination,
were made with stringsof thermistorsoriginally this technique has an over-all accuracy of
designedto be frozen in place in Arctic loca- ñ10%, which is adequatein view of the fact
tions [seeLachenbruchet al., 1962]. With these, that the standard deviation of a single (prethe temperaturesat successive
depthsweremeas- cise) conductivity determination due to compositionalheterogeneityon the scaleof a few
ured with different thermistors,and errors of up
to 0.1øC could occurin the temperature differ- centimeters is of the same order.
The divided-bar apparatus. The apparatus
ence between adjacent thermistors, although
they were usuallymuch smaller.The high rela- consists of four units of the type depicted
tive error doesnot seriouslyaffect temperature- schematicallyin Figure 2, connectedin parallel
gradientestimates
whentheseare determined
by to a pair of constant-temperaturebaths. The
least-squaresstraight-line fits, as was done in cylindrical elementsusually are either 3.81 cm or
most of this work.
2.86 cm in diameter. The basic principles of
operation of this apparatus are well known
TI-IERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
[see,e.g.,Birch, 1950]. Briefly, cylindricalrock
By far the majority of thermal-conductivity specimensof unknown conductivity are placed
measurements were made with the modified
in serieswith copper disks containingwells for
Birch-type [Birch, 1950] divided-barapparatus temperature transducers and with standard
described below.
disksof known conductivity (0.3-cm-thickfused
With soft and poorly consolidatedrocks,the silica disks in this case). The extreme ends of
needle-probe
technique[Von Herzen and Max- this 'stack' are held at different, constanttemmeasurements

in the same hole with

different

HEAT FLow IN WESTERN UNITED STATES

peratures, the entire apparatus is allowed to
achieve a thermal steady state, and the temperature drops acrossstandard disks are compared with those across samples of unknown
conductivity. The latter conductivity is determined from the ratios of the temperature drops
and thicknessesbetween sample and standard.
In the configurationillustrated in Figure 2, the
conductivities

of two unknowns
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Head-Plate

- .....

are determined
Rock

simultaneously.

The apparatuswas calibratedusingRatclif/e's
[1959] values for quartz and fused silica as
standard values. It was usually operated at a
mean temperature of about 25øC, with a total
temperature drop of 7ø to 10øC between the
warm and the cold baths. Over a period of 20
minutes or so (the average duration of a determination), each bath can be maintained at a
mean temperature constant to within a few
thousandthsof a degree.Short-period(•1 to 10
sec) variations of up to a few hundredthsof a

degreeare dampedout by 0.2-cm-thickdisksof
Micarta (laminated plastic and linen) at each

Fused

Silica

Micarta

Rubber

Brass

•__•-__Z•
Hydraulic
Ram

Copper
0
Steel

I

5cm
I

I

I

I

I

end of the stack.

The divided bar is very simple in principle,
but there are two practical problemsthat must
be carefully managed to avoid large errors.
These

are radial

heat

losses and

contact

levels.

The

faces of all disks are made

thermistor

wells.

re-

sistance.The first is minimized by careful lagging with styrofoam. Three proceduresare followed to reduce contact resistancesto negligible

1.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the divided-bar apparatus. The dashed lines in the
copper sections are projections of cylindrical

as fiat

Walsh and Decker [1966] have demonstrated
that even for rocks of low porosity, significant
errors in conductivity can result if the rocks
are not saturated (their normal condition in
situ). All rocks were saturated with water
under vacuum prior to measurement.
For many rocks,thermal conductivityis sufficiently sensitive to temperature that corrections must be made if the in situ temperature

and as parallel as possible.For standards and
copper disks the tolerances are ñ0.0005 cm.
For samples they are relaxed to ñ0.002 cm
for flatness and ___0.005cm for parallelism. is more than 5 ø or 10øC different from that at
(The rubber pad beneaththe cold bath, shown which the conductivity determination is made.
in Fig. 2, easily accommodateswedgesof this The temperature coefficientsof thermal resismagnitude.)
tivity for a number of commonrockswere de2. The faces of all disks are coated with a
termined by Birch and Clark [1940]. Checks
very thin film of a paste or liquid of relatively between 20 ø and 50øC on a few of the samhigh conductivity (1 or 2 mcal/cm sec øC). A ples from the present work gave values concommercialmixture of siliconegreaseand metal sistent with those of Birch and Clark, and the
oxide or a liquid household detergent were appropriate coefficientswere used in correcting
used as contact films.
the measuredconductivity to in situ temperatures.
3. Axial pressure of 80 to 100 bars is applied to the stack to extrude the excesscontact
material

contact
nations.

and

to

minimize

resistance within

the

variation

in

a series of determi-

CALCULATION OF HEAT FLOW

In general the heat flow q is obtained by
combiningin some way the measuredthermal
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conductivitiesand temperature gradients according to

exaggerated
two-dimensional
approximation
to
the true topography.The approximations
were

Lees-typehills, valleys, or monoclines[see
Jaegerand $ass,1963] or planeslopes[Lachenwherethe
The most appropriate way of doing this de- bruch,1968b].In the rare instances
pends on the actual distribution of conductiv- two-dimensionalrepresentationseemeda reato the true topography
ity and temperature with depth and on how sonableapproximation
well these distributionsare known at any site. (someridgesand fault scarps,or fairly distant
The common methods of data reduction are
relief) this correction
wasused.In the majority
correcreviewed by Hyndman and Sass [1966]. The of cases,however,the two-dimensional

q=

three methods that were used in this study

tion was not used. If it did not exceed 5%

are described in detail in the next section.

(about 70% of the cases),no topographiccor-

The quantity determined from (2) is usually referred to as the uncorrcctedheat flow.
It is basedon the assumptionthat all the heat
transfer is by one-dimensional
steady-stateconduction. Departures from this condition can
lead to local heat-flow determinationsquite unrepresentativeof the regionalvertical conductive flux. An effort was made to identify such
departuresat each site and either to account
for them or to allow for them in evaluating the
reliability of the determinations.Effects considered include vertical water flow [see e.g.,
Birc,•, 1947; Bredehoe/• and Papadopulos,
1965], drilling disturbance [Bullard, 1947;
Lachenbruchand Brewer, 1959; Jaeger, 1961],
climatic change [Birch, 1948], uplift, erosion,
and sedimentation[Birch, 1950; Jaeger, 1965],
effects of lakes, rivers, and other regions of
anomaloussurface temperature [Lachenbruch,
1957a, b], and the steady-state effects of
topographicrelief and thermal refraction in
dissimilarrocks.Only the last two warrant discussionhere. It is important, however, that
many conditions leading to nonconductive,
transient, or two- and three-dimensional
heat
flow can go undetected,and this must certainly
contribute to the scatter of internally consist-

rection was made. If it did exceed5%, a three-

ent heat-flow

from measurementsnear steeply inclined contacts betweenrocksof contrastingconductivity,
the one-dimensional
interpretationcan result in

determinations.

Topographic corrections. Topographic relief can distort the temperature field suf-

dimensional
Birch-typecorrection[Birch, 1950]

was performedin whichthe effectof all topographyoutward from the boreholecollar to
at least 90% of the solid angle subtendedby
the lowesttemperaturemeasurementpoint was
calculated. These corrections were invariably

substantiallysmallerthan the two-dimensional

approximations,
so that we felt justified in
ignoring topographywhere the latter correction was 5% or less.It shouldbe noted that
the first-order correction of Birch [1950] can

result in large errors if steep slopesoccur at
or near the station [see e.g. Lachenbruch,
1968b].

For all topographiccorrections,
we assumed
that the ground-surface
temperaturedecreased
5øC/kmwith increasing
elevation,
a generalized
value obtained from weather bureau records

and from shallow holes. Although this simple
one-dimensional
model can introducesignificant

errorsin rare cases[see,e.g.,Blackwell,1969],
the available information on local variations is

usuallytoo scantto definethe exactlocalconditions,and the simpleassumption
is the best
that can be made.

Re/faction. When heat flow is determined

ficiently to causeerrors in heat-flow determi- substantial errors. Heat flow will be underestinations.The map reading involved in detailed mated if the measurements are in the lower
for meastopographiccorrectionsis very tedious,and conductivityrocksand overestimated
it is often impossibleto judge,simply by look- urements in the higher conductivity rocks.
an example
ing at a topographicmap, whether the effects Howard and Sass[1964] discussed
are significant.In view of this, we considered of a probableunderestimateof nearly 100%
the problemof terrain correctionin two stages. near Rum Junglein northernAustralia.
Corrections for refraction are sensitive to
If topographicrelief in the area exceededa
few tens of meters, we made a preliminary geometricdetails that are usuallyunknown;
estimate of its steady-stateeffect based on an however,roughestimatesof its effectcan often
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be obtainedfrom simplemodels[seee.g.,Roy,
1963; Hyndrnan and Sass, 1966; Sass e• al.,
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section, and no variations that cannot be explained and correctedare apparent. If conduc-

1968a; Von Herzen arid Uyeda, 1963; Lachen-

tivity stratification is present, c,omponentheat

bruchand Marshall,1966]. In a regionlike the
Basin and Range province,where alluvial val-

flows for the various

leys conceal down-faulted bedrock pediments
that can have conductivities three or four times

individual

strata

are in

good agreement.Typical uncertaintiesfor category I are lessthan +---10%.
Category 2. For this category, the uncer-

as high as the valley sediments, refraction
anomaliescan be very large [seeLachenbruch,
1968b, p. 399]. A seriesof measurements
near
Tucson,Arizona (discussed
below), providesan
example of the probable effects of unknown

tainty in heat flow is greaterthan for category
1, but it probably is no greater than 4-20%.
Included here are temperatureprofilesin which
there are suggestions.of local hydrologic dis-

conductivity structure.

conductivity sample is unsatisfactory, owing

T•

HEAT-FLow

VALUES

The heat-flowvaluesare presentedin Tables
i through 8, one table for each major physiographic-tectonicprovincein the westernUnited
States.The boundariesof theseprovinces,based
on thoseof Fennernan[1928] are shownin Figure 3, together with the locations of previously publishedheat flowsand the presentvalues. (SeealsoFigure 4.)
In most papers on heat flow, the standard
error

or

some

other

statistical

measure

of

scatter is calculatedfor each of the principal
elementsof the heat-flow calculation (conductivity and temperature gradient). These are
combined in some way t,o arrive at a formal
statistical estimate of the reliability of the
heat-flow value. It is then pointed out that the
formal standard error doesnot adequatelytake
account of the possiblesourcesof error, but
that (hopefully) the values are accurate t,o
within somereasonablelimits. This is the general procedurefollowed here, but we have defined three broad categoriesto take some account of the large range of quality amongthe
data. In assigninga heat flow to one category
or another we were guided by the objective
general criteria listed below, but, in some
borderline cases,rather subjective judgments
based on experiencein other areas decidedthe
issue.

Each of the eight tables presentsdata in at
least one of the following three categories:
Category 1. These are determinationsof the
highest quality. Temperature profiles are
smooth,with no sign of hydrologicdisturbances
below depths of a few tens of meters. Sufficient samplesof rock are available to characterize the effective conductivity of the measured

turbances.

Also included

are cases where the

to either too few samplesor an unusuallylarge
scatter in conductivityvalues.In the stratified
cases,if component heat flows do not agree
satisfactorily and there is not enough structural information to resolve the disagreement
with refraction calculations,the average of the
componentsis taken and the value is relegated
to this category.
Category3. Values in this categoryare little
more than rough estimates, and, taken individually, they do not yield much information.
When combinedwith higher-quality data on a
regional basis, however, these heat flows can
be quite useful. In the tables, the values in
category 3 are given to the nearest 0.5 HFU.
The implication here is that the uncertainty is
of this order. For some of the higher values,
the uncertainty can exceedi HFU. Category 3
values are shown within parenthesesin the
relevant figures to emphasizethe point that
they are merely estimates.
For each site, the principal elementsof the
heat-flow calculation are given in Tables 1
through 8. Each table c,onsistsof twelve columns. The first four columnsidentify the location of the site by name, hole, or well number (whereappropriate),latitude and longitude
to the nearest minute, and surface elevation.
Column 5 givesthe depth range applicablefor
each line of the table. The columns headed N

and K refer to the number of c,onductivity
specimens and the arithmetic mean conducttivity (--4-standarderror), respectively.If most

conductivitiesin a given set were obtainedby
measurements

on solid disks with

the divided-

bar apparatus,the average conductivityis not
flaggedin any way. The superscripts/• and n
in the K column denote that the majority of
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conductivitiesin that particular data set were
measuredon fragmentsor by the needleprobe,
respectively (see section on conductivity,
above).
The gradientI' (column8) is representedin
three different ways, dependingon which of
the following methods of heat-flow reduction
wasused:

6401

is given below all the others, representingthe
best estimateof the heat flow in the area. This
is generallythe mean (weightedby the length
of the applicabledepth interval) of all holes,
but this can be altered by local factors. For
example,the average q from eight h,oles near
Cedar City, Utah (see Table 8), is about 2.1.
There is, however,a strong suggestionof sam-

1. If there
wasconductivity
stratification
pling
bias
toward
silicie
rocks
insome
ofthe
ona scale
,of50meters
orlarger,
.one
lineof heterogeneous
sedimentary
formations.
Sam-

thetableis devoted
to eachstratum.
I' isthe plingwasnota problem
intheHomestake
lime-

least-square
temperature
gradient
(4-standard
stone,
a dense,
marine
limestone
formation.
error)
over
thedepth
range
indicated
(column
Here,
24component
heatflows
calculated
by
5), andtheuneorrected
heatflowq(unc),theinterval
method
were
tightly
grouped
about
column
9,istheproduct
ofthisgradient.
and a mean
of 1.884- 0.04,andthisvalue
was
the mean conductivity (column 7).
2. If conductivity stratification was on a
smaller scale, then the heat flow for each of
the layers is determined as in 1, and their
weighted mean for the depth range indicated
(column 5) is entered in column 9. For consistency,the arithmetic mean conductivity (and
its standard error) for the entire depth range
is entered in column 7, and the gradient consistent with that conductivity and the heat
flow (column 9) is entered in column 8. This
derived gradient is shownin parentheseswith
a superscripti (for interval method).
3. In inhomogeneous
materials in which the
conductivity stratification is not clearly defined, the resistanceintegral techniqueof Bullard [1939] was used to determine q(unc). As
in method 2, a derived gradient consistentwith
K (column 7) and q(unc) (column 9) is

adoptedfor the area.

I)ISCUSSION

The foregoingtables contain about 150 new
heat-flow determinationsrepresentingroughly
100 distinct sites separatedfrom one another
by at least a few kilometers. As this more
than doublesthe publishedheat-flow data from
the western United States, it is worth looking
briefly at the present status of the observations. Interpretive studies of these data and
additional results being obtained in such key
areas

as the

Klamath

Mountains

are

under

way, and they will be reported separately.
Figure 3 distinguishes
betweenthe locati.
ons
of heat flows reported herein (squares) and
those previously published (triangles). Figure
4 distinguishes
betweenall heat flowswith values in the 'low-to-normal'range (defined by q

tered
inparentheses
incolumn
8.Thegradient
< 1.5HFU)andthose
'higher
than
normal'
entryhasthesuperscript
b (forBullard(defined
byq > 1.6HFU,withallvalues
method)
rounded
tothenearest
0.1HFU).It isseen
ß
from Figure 3 that the western United States
The final three columnsheadedq(corr) representthe best estimateof heat flow with corrections where appropriate and category assignmentsaccordingto criteria outlinedabove.
In the majority of casesif a correctionwas ap-

plied, it was for steady-statetopography,but

as a wholeis still very. poorly sampled.From
Figure 4 and the histogram,Figure 5, it is seen
that the heat flow as we now know it is extremely variable and is dominatedby higherthan-normalvalues. That part of the western
United Statesto the west of the Great Plains

estimatesof other sourcesof disturbancewere
sometimesmade in evaluatinga heat flow and

correspondsto the 'Mesozoic-Cenozoic
oregenie
areas' of Lee and Uyeda [1965]. The most re-

assigningit to a category.As stated in the
introduction,detailed documentationfor each

cent compilationof 159 valuesfrom suchareas
throughoutthe world [Lee, 1970] yielded a

of the heat-fi,ow determinations in Tables I

mean of 1.76 and standard deviation .of 0.58.

through8 is in preparation.
These values are almost identical to those
In areaswhere there were two or more holes shownfor the westernUnited Statesin Figure
within a small area (~10 km•), a singlevalue 5. This tends to confirm Lee's results even
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though almost 100 values are commonto both
analyses.
From the simplebinary divisionof heat-flow
values in Figure 4, it is clear that heat flow
from the western United States need not be
treated as a homogeneous
population.This fact
has, of course,been recognizedfor sometime,
and many of the features in Figure 4 have
been identifiedby Roy et al. [1971] from previously publisheddata. Although the predominant heat flow in the western United States
seemsto be higher than normal, several regionsof lowerheat flow with lateral dimensions
an order of magnitude greater than crustal
thicknesscan be identified (stippled areas,Figure 4). The heavy dashedlines enclosingthese

the Sierra Nevada-Great Valley-Coast Range
area of California shown in Figure 6.
The semicontinuous
band of lower heat fl,ows
parallelingthe west coastand its grossrelation
to the San Andreas transform fault system in
California suggest explanationsin terms of
lithospheric subduction and related tectonic
processes[see e.g., Blackwell and Roy, 1971;
Roy et al., 1971]. These modelsare sensitive
to assumptionsregarding the magnitudesand
distributionin time and spaceof the opposing
effectsof coolingby descending
platesand heating by friction, compression,
radioactivity,and
ascendingmelts. Our presentignoranceof the
mechanicsof these processespermits a broad
range of assumptionsand a wide variety of

regions(Figure 4)represent a preliminaryinterpretationof the 1.5 HFU contour.(It is of

explanationsof the heat-flow pattern. It is
hopedthat work in progressat severalinstitusome interest to note the general coincidence tions will increasethe heat-flow coverageof
of this cont•ourand the lines enclosingthe re-

this region sufiqcientlyto obtain more useful

gionof intermediate
crustalseismic
velocityin
Figure 2, Pakiserand Zietz [1965].) More re-

constraints
for modelsof the continental
margin.

fined contouringis probablywarrantedonly in

One region of conspicuously
high heat flow
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The numeroushot springsin the CoastRanges
north of the San Francisco Bay area up to
Clear Lake at about latitude 39øN [IVaring,
1965] indicate that the band of high heat flow
extends northwestward

at least that far. North

of Clear Lake, heat flow seemshigh near the
coast but

/ SANFRANCISCO

•

O-

0.51-

•1-1

0.50

1.00
1.01- 1.50

ß

1.51 - 2.00

ß

>

value

[1947] near Bakersfield. Measurements in the
Los Angelesbasin and near Santa Ana indicate
a region of high heat flow there (Figure 4).
Sie•'ra Nevada (Table 2). With sevenmeasurements less than 0.75 HFU, the western
margin of the Sierra Nevada is now one of the

36 ø

x

t•o a normal

near the easternlimit of Franciscanrocks (Figure 6). The measurementsalong the western
margin of the Central Valley are low to normal,
consistent with the earlier result of Benl•eld

ß

0

decreases inland

2.00

best documented areas of low heat flow on the

continents.This finding came as a surpriseto

•-..•.... •OKM
34"

120 ø

Fig. 6. Heat-flow values in ceniral California
and western-central Nevada. (See Figure 3 for
location.) Contour interval, 0.5 HFU. The offshore
measurements are from Foster

[1962] and Burns

and Grfm [1967]. The strippied area is the Franciscan block; shaded areas, the Sierra Nevada
and Salinian

blocks.

occursin north-central Nevada (crosshatching,
Figure 4). The boundariesof this regi,on, and
possiblyothersas yet undetected,couldbe delineatedby more systematicheat-flowcoverage.
This could provide useful guidance in the
searchfor economicallyexploitablegeothermal
fields.
Some

comments

on the

status

of observa-

tions in the individual provinces follow.
Cali/o•'nia co,as•al province (Table 1). This
province includes such diverse physiographic
regionsas the great Central Valley, the Coast
Ranges, the peninsular ranges, and the Los
Angelesbasin. The range of heat flow reflects
the heterogeneityof the province.
Heat flow is high in the Franciscan terrane
in the vicinity of San Francisco.Bay, where all
values are around 2.0, irrespective of distance
from the major strike-slip faults. This is consistent with measurements farther south by
Brune e• al. [1969], and Henyey [1968], which
showed no significant heat-flow anomaliesassociated with strike-slip faults in California.

many becauseof the observedmassesof granite
that were thought to contain sufficient heat
sourcesto account for much higher heat flows.
It is consistent,however, with low values reported from the ocean side of circum-Pacific
granitic rocks in Chile [Dimen• e• al., 1965],
Amchitka Island [Sassand Mun•'oe, 1970], and
northeasternHonshu Island [Uyeda and Horai,
1964] in what might be related tectonic settings. Theoretical considerationsindicate that
the paradox resultsprimarily from anomalously
low heat flow from the mantle underlying the
Sierra Nevada province and secondarily from
the low heat production of granitic rocks in
the western part of the Sierra [Roy e• al.,
1968b; Lachenb•'uch,1968a, 1970]. It now appears that the mantle (or deep crustal) heat
flow in the Sierra (0.4 HFU) is only about
half that characteristic of stable regions and
lessthan one-third that of the Basin and Range
province to the east. The increasein heat flow
eastward to the Sierra crest (Figure 6) seems
generallyto correspondto an increasein crustal
heat production. The transition at the Basin
and Range boundary is discussedin a later
paragraph.
Physiographically,the Tehachapi Mountains
are the

southern

'toe'

of the

Sierra

Nevada.

They are, however, different from the Sierra
with respectto structure, origin, and geological
history [Bulwalda, 1954].
Many holes were drilled by the California
Division of Water Resources along the pro-
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posed route for the California aqueduct system. Suitable temperatures were measured in
four of the holes, and heat flows are listed in
Table 2b. For DH 43 and DH 65, the heat flows
are in reasonableagreement with later measurementsin the sameholesby Henyey [1968].
The Tehachapi range appears to provide a
thermal as well as a physiographicboundary
between the San Joaquin Valley (low-to-normal heat flow) and the Mojave block of the
Basin and Range province,which is probably

characterizedby higher-than-normal
heat flow
(Figures 4 and 6).
Pacific Northwesi coasial province. Table 3
presents one of the first reliable estimatesof
heat flow from this province. This low value
near Chehalis,Washington,raisesthe possibility that the crustalheat productionin the area
is low or, alternatively, that this province is
similar to the Sierra Nevada, having a very
low heat flow from the mantle. Intrusive

rocks

were not encounteredat Chehalis,and they are
rare in the area. Where Tertiary intrusive rocks
are seen,they are marie sills of gabbroor basalt porphyry [see e.g., Snavely ei al., 1958;
Henriksen, 1956]. H. C. Wagner and P. D.
Snavely, Jr., reported in 1966 that the preTertiary crystallinebasementof westernWashington (not exposed in the Chehalis area) is
principally gneissicamphiboliteand quartz diorite (in unpublished report of U.S.C.ongressional

Committee

on Interior

and Insular

Af-

fairs, 89th Congress,2nd Session,pp. 37-46).
Thus the small amount of information

available

on deep crustal compositionindicates a rather
marie crust containing few radiogenic heat
sources,an observationconsistentwith the low
observed heat flow and a moderate heat flow
from the mantle.

ColumbiaPlaleaus. Largely on the basisof
observed volcanism, hot spring activity, and
seismicity, Blackwell [1969] included the Columbia Plateau in his postulated 'Cordilleran
Thermal Anomaly Zone' (CTAZ) of high heat
flow. From the presentresults (Table 4) it appears that at least the western part of the
plateaus may be part of a province of low-tonormal heat flow (see also Figure 4). A single
high value from northeasternNevada supports
the assumptionthat the Snake River Plain is
part of the CTAZ (Figure 4).
The Colorado Plateau (Table 5). A heat

A•.
f}ow

of 2.01

was

obtained

near

the

eastern

boundary of the plateau. This high value is consistent with the findingsof Decker [1969, and
personal communication] in this part of the

plateau and the neighboringsouthernRocky
Mountains, and with the suggestion[Edwards•
1966] that this part of the plateau is underlain by granitic rocks.In the northern part of
the plateau, five new sites give normal values
with only one (category3) value as high as 2
(Figures 3 and 4). This part of the plateau
evidently is underlain by a Precambriansedimentary terrane [Edwards, 1966]. Low heat
flow in the northern

Colorado Plateau

is also

consistentwith Porath's [1971] interpretation
of the depth to an electricallyconductivelayer
in this regionon the basisof observedmagnetic
variation

anomalies.

Rocky Mouniain province (Table 6).

A

value of 2.3 was measured in the Galena mine

near Wallace,Idaho, confirmingthe high values
measuredby Blackwell [1969] slightly to the
east. The five estimates of heat flow from the

central Rocky Mountains are all in the range
1.3 to 1.6 HFU. The high value measuredat
Denver is included in the Rocky Mountains
even though Denver is physiographically
part
of the Great Plains. This is higher than the
nearestneigboringpoint, Decker's[1969] value
of 1.52 at Golden,but.it is consistent
with the

generalpattern of highheat flowin the southern Rocky Mountains.

Greai Plains province(Table 7). The only
heat-flow estimates made in the Great Plains

duringthis work were at three sitesin the
Black

Hills

of South Dakota

and one near

Lyons,Kansas(not shownin Figures3 and 4).
The Black Hills valuesshowa very large variation over a relatively small area, and none is
in category 1. The hole at Dacy (which agrees
with Blackwell's [1969] estimate at Lead) had
been completed only 10 days before the temperature measurementswere made, and there
was evidenceof residual drilling disturbancesin
the temperature profile. Water was flowing
slowly but steadily from the collars of both
holes from which heat flow is low. Examination

of the temperature profiles (Figure 7), however, indicatedno vertical water movementbelow the zone of influx of the Artesian flow, and
the vertical temperature profiles below these
points were linear and mutually consistent.The

I-IEAT 17LOWIN WESTERN UNITED STATES
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low heat flows may well be the result of some
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Basin and Range province (Table $). The
majority of the data presented in this paper
are from the Basin and Range physiographic
province, and they generally confirm that this
province is one of high heat flow (Figure 4).
In addition, however, the new data define some
distinct subprovinces,and they place further
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flow for the Black Hills.
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possibility that the high heat flows at Lead
and Dacy are the result of somelocal anomalous
situation cannot be ignored.We do not have
enough information to define a regional heat

on the nature
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fairly deep seatedregionalhydrologiceffect of
long durationthat has, in effect,thermally decoupledthe rocks penetrated by these holes
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Tucson area. A detailed examination of the
15 heat-flow determinations in a 100 km • area
near Tucson serves to illustrate some of the

+
+
_

+NBH-I
'NBH-2

+

+

problemsof measuringheat flow in the Basin
and Range provinceand to emphasizethat even
a 'first-rate' singledeterminationin a region of
unknown, complicatedstructure can be a poor
indicator of the actual regional heat flux.
Our six values in this region are all in category 1, and, from the informationgiven in their
table, it appearsthat all the valuesof Roy et al.
[1968b] are also in this category. There is,
however, a spread of nearly a factor of 2 bet.weenthe extreme values (Figures 8 and 9 and
Table 9). Despite the variation within each set
of determinations, the mean heat flow determined from one set is not significantlydifferent
from that calculated from the other (see Table
9).

The structural complexityand the range of
heat-flow values encounteredin this region are
similarto thoseencounteredat Mr. Isa, Queensland, by Hyndman and Sass [1966]. In the
presentinstance,eventhoughthe generalstructure of the region is well known from drilling
and mining operations, there is insu•cient
knowledgeof detailed structure t.o make the
necessary corrections. The combination of
steeplydippingbedsof contrastingconductivity
and ubiquitous faults on every scale probably
resultsin a 'worst case'situation in this region,
and several holes are needed to arrive at a re-

+
+

500

+

-

TEMPERATURE,
øC
Fig. 7. Temperature profiles from Windy flats
(NBH-1) and Moonshine gulch (NBH-2), South
Dakota.

See Table

7.

liable estimateof regionalheat flux. The coefficient of correlationbetweenq and K is about
0.23 (Figure 9), a value typical of many found
by Horai and Nut [1970] on a larger scale.
This poor correlationimpliesa complicatedsituati.on that cannotbe resolvedby simplegeometrical

refraction

models even on a scale as

small as that illustrated in Figure 8.
Subprovinces
in the Basin and Range. Most
heat-flow values in this province are in the
range 1.5 to 2.5 HFU. There are some isolated
very high and low-to-normal values that are

most probablyrelatedto local hydrologicconditions.In addition,however,there are clusters
of consistently
high or low valuesof regional

extent for which we must seek more deepseatedcauses.From the presentwork, we definethe 'Battle Mountainhigh' (Figure10) and
the 'Eureka low' (Figure 11). There is also a

singlecategory-1datumof 1.3 I-IFU nearEagle
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TABLE 9. Mean Heat Flows in HFU for the RegionSouth and West of Tucson,Arizona
(Rangeof individual values,1.56 to 2.97)
Total Length,*

Sourceof Data

Numberof Holes

meters

Presentwork

6

1400

2.04

0.13

Royetal. [1968b]

9

15

1430

2830

2.15

0.12

15

2830

2.125

0.06

PresentworkandRoyetal.

AverageHeat Flow StandardError

2.10•

0.09

[1968b]

PresentworkandRoyetal.
[1968b]

* Thisincludes
onlythosepartsof the holesfor whichtemperatures
wereusedto calculate
heatflow.
I Simpleaverageof all values.

•:Meanweighted
according
to thelengthof individualholes.

Mountain,California (in the Mojave Block), Range provincehas been interpretedin terms
whichmay form part of a regionof normal of near-melting conditionsin the lower crust
and uppermantle [seee.g.Roy and Blackwell,
heat flow.
It is interestingthat there are no thermal 1966; Roy et al., 1968b, 1971; Lachenbruch,
to interpretthe
springsnear EagleMountainand that within 1970], and it seemsreasonable
the Eureka low the thermal springs are less Battle Mountain high as a transient effect of
common and are cooler than in the surround- fairly recentcrustalintrusion.This view is suping areas[seeWaring,1965].By contrast,
the ported by evidenceof Quaternaryvolcanism
Battle Mountain high containsa fairly dense, within the region [see e.g., Roberts, 1964].
regular distributionof warm-to-hot-water Figure 11 showsa large area north of Las
springsincludingthe well-knownBeowawe Vegas,whichwe have calledthe 'Eurekalow,'
characterizedby heat flowsin the range of 0.7
geysers(Figure10).

The highmeanheatflowfromtheBasinand to 1.5 HFU. (The relatively high value of 1.9
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near the southern end of the Eureka low was
measured in dolomite near a contact with vol-

canic rocks and may be caused,in part, by
refraction.)This largeapparentanomalyin the
normally 'hot' Basin and Range may be interpretedin at least two ways.It couldrepresent a systematichydrologiceffect of regional
extent or it might be a regionwheretemperatures in the lower crust and upper mantle have

systematicthough complexinterbasinground
water flow with appreciablevertical velocity
components
to depthsof about 3 km (,--1 km
below sea level). The identificationof such
flow patterns is, of course,fundamentalto an

understanding
of the hydrologyof this large
arid area [seee.g. Winogradand Thordarson,
1968]. It is also fundamental to the evaluation

of regional heat-flow analyses,sincethe conbeen below the solidus for some time. Howdueriveflux determinedin the upper kilometer
ever, the abrupt transitionson the margin of is usuallyidentifiedtacitly with .heat lossfrom
the feature (Figure 11) favor a fairly shallow the earth'sinterior.It is seen (Table 8) that
origin for the anomaly.Our fragmentarytem- several heat flows in the Eureka low have been
perature data from very deep holes in south- assignedto the 'highestquality' category(1)
ern Nevada suggestan explanationin terms of on the basis of usually applied criteria of in-
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ternal consistency.Only under exceptionalcircumstanceswill supplementaryinformation be
available to reveal the possibleoccurrenceof
deep-seated'hydrologic decoupling'on a regional scale.
The Sierra Nevada-Basin and Range transition. Roy and Blackwell [1966] and Roy et
al. [1968b, 1971] have concluded that the
transition between these two provinces takes
place over a short distance (on the order of
100 km) within the Basin and Range province.
Data now available suggest a more abrupt
transition that might extend into the eastern
Sierra Nevada.

Figure 6 showsall the previouslypublished
data along the transition together with the
present results. The most striking increase in
heat flow is that between Gardnerville (GV)
and the Pine Nut Canyon (PN). If equal
weight is given to the two values,then we must
conclude that

the transition

occurs within

transition would be extremely dimcult to explain by almost any model if it occurredover
a lateral distanceof only 10 or 20 km (a situation

that

must

exist if we assume that

the

transition zone is in the Basin and Range
province). It therefore seems probable that,
like the Basin and Range faulting, the heatflow transition
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